A Safer Way to Move

FEATHERWEIGHT®

Endoscopy Carts
With endless customization options, design the perfect
solution for your endoscopic equipment and supply needs.

Endoscopy Carts
Our Mission
PHS West is a relationship
focused organization providing
innovative products for a safe
and efficient workplace.

PHS West’s Featherweight® product line is designed to address
the unique challenges faced by endoscopy departments.
Whether it be small procedure rooms, long travel cases, or lack
of storage, we will provide thoughtfully crafted solutions that will
last for years to come.

What I love about PHS West is
the culture of connection and
family that spreads outside of our
company walls. We are motivated
to foster relationships rather than
sales with our customers.

Mattie Remer

OUR HISTORY

CUSTOMER SUPPORT LEAD

For more than twenty-five years, we have been providing
purpose-built medical carts to endoscopy teams. Our sales
representatives have worked one-on-one with hundreds of
facilities across North America. As such, we have been able
to help countless endoscopy teams enhance their workflow
and improve their safety.
From the procedure room to travel cases, PHS West can help
you configure the perfect cart to meet your specific needs.
Contact us today to begin your complimentary consultation.
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Featherweight® Endoscopy Carts
YOUR OPTIMAL ENDOSCOPY CART

Several aspects go into ensuring that we will design the
perfect solution to your needs.

FEATURES

Modular Design
Our various sizing options and modular accessories allow for
nearly limitless different configurations. Whatever your needs
are, we can accommodate them.

FEATURES

Quality & Trust
With more than 25 years of experience, PHS West is a trusted
manufacturer of innovative products you can rely on.

FEATURES

Optional Power Drive
Utilizing a power drive system makes transport safer and more efficient. A single
operator can perform tasks that previously took several staff members or trips.

HOLISTIC CUSTOMER FOCUS

We strive to make each customer experience outstanding through the entire life of the product.
COLLABORATIVE DESIGN PROCESS

We place an emphasis on building quality relationships based on honesty and trust. Our dedicated
and experienced team members work with you through the design process from the first call
through product implementation and beyond. Our team will ask the right questions and provide
the right solution for you.
VIRTUAL DESIGN REVIEW

PHS West takes pride in being at the cutting edge of digital communications. Schedule a virtual
meeting with your sales representative to review designs. Participate in product demonstrations
from any location via our virtual show room. Rest assured that you will know exactly what to
expect before making a final decision.
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